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How do JavaScript closures work?
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How would you explain JavaScript closures to someone with a knowledge
of the concepts they consist of (for example functions, variables and the like),
but does not understand closures themselves?

I have seen  given on Wikipedia, but unfortunately it
did not help.

the Scheme example

javascript function variables scope closures
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The origin of a topic tag

page

Users with a reputation score of 1500 
or more areawarded the privilege of 
creating topic tags.Once a topic tag is 
created, it’s available for thewhole 
community to use.You can see all the 
Topic Tags on Stack Overflowby 
visiting this .

Make a list of the technologies you mention on 
yourlanding pages, in your technical documentation, 
orin your tutorial videos.
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JavaScript (not to be confused with Java)  
is a high-level, dynamic, multi-paradigm, 
object-oriented, prototype-based, weakly
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